Sleep as a vital sign: why medical practitioners need to routinely ask their patients about sleep☆

Should sleep be assessed as part of routine medical evaluation? The Institute of Medicine estimates that between 50 and 70 million US adults have a sleep disorder,1 although most of these remain undiagnosed.2 In addition, Americans report, on average, 2 nights/week of insufficient sleep,3 and 39.5% of Americans get 6 hours of sleep or less per day.4

Studies report that sleep symptoms are exceedingly common among patients presenting for medical visits.5-7 This finding is troubling because many physicians do not ask their patients about sleep. Papp et al8 found that only 43% of primary care physicians routinely inquire about sleep vs the 80% who discuss exercise and 79% who address healthy diet. Despite this discrepancy, only 16% believed that counseling patients on sleep is not as important as counseling on diet and exercise. Thus, asking about sleep problems would address a common concern that is underappreciated. However, the question remains whether asking about sleep should be part of the routine medical examination.

Although sleep may not be pertinent to every visit across every subspecialty, a routine physician inquiry about sleep would be an important part of a typical office visit for many. Sleep problems can predispose individuals to many medical conditions, and, conversely, medical disorders can lead to sleep disturbance. A routine sleep question would be a useful addition to nearly any visit to a pediatric or geriatric clinic because sleep disturbances often signal important developmental and/or pathologic processes. Furthermore, such a question would be useful in visits to specialty clinics, such as psychiatry (to aid in the diagnosis of mood and anxiety disorders), neurology (to aid in diagnosis and treatment planning), cardiology (to improve prognosis in heart failure or hypertension), endocrinology (to characterize potential circadian disruptions in hormones), rheumatology/pain (to improve quality of life and aid treatment), oncology (to address insomnia and fatigue, which are exceedingly common), obstetrics (to evaluate risk for complications), urology (to evaluate the impact of nocturia), and other specialties.

The primary benefit of physicians routinely asking about sleep would be the detection and (hopefully) successful treatment of sleep disorders, which are associated with major burden in themselves and exacerbate problems in the context of other diseases. The benefits of asking these questions extend beyond addressing morbidities directly—inquiring about sleep may improve patient engagement (the degree that individual patients become actively involved in their health care). Not only is poor sleep associated with many of the chronic conditions for which patient engagement is key, but improvements in sleep (as with other healthy behaviors) may lead to improvements in these and other chronic conditions. Furthermore, in a study of behavioral approaches to patient engagement, improved sleep was one of the domains identified by patients as being the most relevant to their health and quality of life.9

Asking about sleep may also improve patient confidence in medical care. Patients identified “taking your problems seriously” as a key factor in the doctor-patient relationship.10 It is plausible that if doctors took sleep complaints more seriously, this approach may improve this relationship. After all, sleep complaints are common and are often rated as highly relevant to patients, although they are infrequently adequately assessed by physicians and infrequently broached by patients.

One other area of patient experience that may be improved is adherence to medical treatments. For example, sleep disturbance is associated with a lower likelihood of adherence to medication regimens,11 poor sleep quality is associated with lower diabetes control,12 and Continuous Positive Airway Pressure-adherent sleep apnea patients are more likely to adhere to medication regimens.13

Many questions remain unanswered, however. For example, how should sleep be assessed? Does inclusion of sleep assessment actually improve care, and does this information justify the added burden on providers? Is it possible to motivate patients to initiate conversations about sleep with health care providers? There is still much progress that needs to be made in these areas.

Taken together, the scientific literature indicates that sleep is a critical marker or indicator of disease and recovery, and changes in sleep are relevant for common disorders and presentations across many medical subspecialties. Despite evidence showing that sleep complaints are exceedingly common, sleep quality and sleep duration are rarely assessed in medical visits, even when it would be relevant to do so. This deficiency likely results in under-diagnosis of sleep problems and suboptimal treatment of many medical disorders. Therefore, we believe that it would benefit the public’s health if medical practitioners would regularly ask their patients about sleep, be aware of the importance of sleep, and incorporate at least 1 basic sleep question in patient evaluations.
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